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Turbulence is a writing and publishing project that emerged out of the counterglobalisation movement: the movement for a different, non-neoliberal kind
of globalisation. We hoped to provide an ongoing space to think through,
debate and articulate the political, social, economic and cultural theories of
this ‘movement of movements’ and the diverse practices and alternatives that
surrounded it. As the world of neoliberalism is plunged ever-deeper into crisis
and new movements – like this one – start to emerge, many of the ideas and
logics of the counter-globalisation movement will need to be rethought. Others
can probably be taken further still. Questions of crisis, struggle, movement and
organisation were explored in the five issues of Turbulence: Ideas for movement
published so far. You can download them straight to your smart-phone or camera
enabled tablet computer, like the iPad 2, using this flyer. Just scan the Quick
Response (QR) codes below using a freely available QR reader/scanner, such
as the ‘QR Code Reader and Scanner’ app for the iPhone. (Similar apps are
available for the Android, Blackberry and other phones.)
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Planning on sticking around for a while at
#OccupyLSX, #OccupyBerlin, #OccupyWallStreet
or wherever? You brought your phone, of course,
but nothing to read? Maybe we can help…

TURBULENCE 1
What Would it Mean
to Win?

TURBULENCE 4
Who Can Save Us
From the Future?

TURBULENCE 3
Move into the Light?
Postscript to a
Turbulent 2007

TURBULENCE 5
And Now for
Something Completely
Different?

Plain text versions of all articles are also
available at: www.turbulence.org.uk
@turbulence_mag | editors@turbulence.org.uk
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